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Acronyms, and matching questions, 129
Administrative staff, game participation of, 118
Answer(s): eliminating chance in, 99, 101; guide, 172; judgment calls on, 116; timer for, 79–80
Audience: game involvement of, 11, 173, 180; team members as, 107
Audio clips, suggested uses for, 161, 162, 163
Audiovisual equipment, overview of, 200–201

B
“Babysitter,” team leader as, 111
Beat the Clock, 128; customizing suggestions for, 97–98; description of, 54–55; game board, 208; as game choice, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73; multimedia elements used in, 162; strengths and limitations of, 55–56; suggested running time for, 55
Bonus questions, 93, 103
Brainstorming: and game show modifications, 94–95, 96, 103; and question development, 154
Buzzer systems: electronic lock-out, 199; low-tech, 202, 210. See also Ring in; Timers

C
Categorizing, in matching questions, 129
Cheating, trainer’s handling of, 87–88, 174, 183, 218
“Cheerleader,” team leader as, 112
Classroom game shows: appeal of, 32; appropriateness of, 41; frequently asked questions about, 40–42; misconceptions about, 32–40; physical movement in, 20–21; and positive learning experiences, 20; vs. television game shows, 10–13
“Collaborator,” team member as, 110
College Bowl: customization of, 103–104; description of, 62; and fact-related information, 67; strengths and limitations of, 63–64; suggested running time for, 63; as suitable training format, 70, 71
Company culture, and game show fit, 37–40
Competition: as participant motivator, 21–22, 33; in teams, 109–110; trainer handling of, 12, 184
Concentration, 128, 130; description of, 58–59; game board, 207; modified format for, 100–101; multimedia elements used in, 162; strengths and limitations of, 59–60;
Concentration (continued)
suggested running time for, 59;
as suitable game choice, 68, 70
Consulting services, 227
Content: elaboration and clarification of, 23; increasing coverage of, 99; of learning game vs. television game show, 10; participant retention of, 28; sensitive, format selection for, 23–24, 33–34, 72; transformation of, 33
Content experts, as judges, 118
Content preview: game show format for, 18, 70; timing of, 18–19; writing questions for, 150–153
Content review: multiple match game for, 82; using recall vs. recognition in, 153–154; utilizing game show format for, 16–18, 36, 67–69; writing questions for, 153–154

D
Department heads, as judges, 118
DVD/VCR players, uses of, 201

E
Emotions, learning impact of, 20
Energizers: game modifications as, 216; game used as, 70, 95; true-false questions as, 154–155
Essay questions: definition of, 136; incorporation of, 92, 93; strengths and limitations of, 137; and trainee’s recall of information, 153

F
“Facilitator,” team leader as, 111
Fact-related content: and choice of game, 67; review, formats for, 67
Family Feud, 151; answer guide for, 172; customized for classroom, 94–95; game board, 204–205; multimedia elements used in, 162; overview of, 49–52; suggested running time for, 51; as training game choice, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72–73
Feedback, in game show format, 22, 28
Format, of classroom game vs. television game, 11, 13. See also Game design; Question-and-answer format

G
Game boards: low-tech construction of, 203–210; prebuilt, 203; recycling of, 35
Game design: and corporate culture, 37–40; for large events, 227; software for, 35; steps in, 44; time involvement in, 35–37
Game disruption: point deductions for, 174; and tips for dealing with, 173–174
Game evaluation: checklist, 214–215; and hallmarks of success, 215
Game introduction, 168–171; establishment of rules in, 170–171; host-trainer’s role in, 168–170
Game modifications, 92–104; by adding variety, 93, in game length, 93, 95, 100, 101, 102, 103; to increase energy level, 216; for in-depth coverage, 92; to reduce anxiety, 92; of ring-in rules, 92, 93; strategy-based, 93, 96, 103. See also specific television game show
Game pace: diagnosing problems with, 219; and game control, 174; suggestions for increasing, 97
Game running time, defined, 46
Game selection, 65–74; brainstorming and, 72–73; for content preview, 70–71; for energizing classroom, 70; for ice breaking, 72; and participant comprehension, 69; for review of specific content, 67–69; for sensitive topics, 72; for skills practice and application, 69–70; and training objective, 66–67
Game show resources, 224
Game Shows and YOUR Training (course), 224–227
Game technology: audiovisual, 200–201; of buzzer systems, 199; computers and, 200; and game board construction, 203–209; low-tech, 201–210; resources, 224. See also Multimedia; Software Game title, suggestions for choosing, 106 Group unruliness, diagnosis and treatment of, 217

I Interactive training, suggestions for, 100
Introduction, game used as, 95

J Jensen, E., 20, 21, 23
Jeopardy!, 151; description of, 47–48; game board, 203–204; modifications for, 13, 85, 93, 184; multimedia elements used in, 162; ring-in rules in, 79, 93; suggested running time for, 48; as suitable game choice, 48–49, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72
Judging: and content expertise, 173; guidelines, 118–119; by host vs. judge, 116–117; issues, 115; and judgment calls, 116; panels, 119; by trainees, 119

K “King of Recall,” as team member type, 110

L Language review, games suitable for, 68–69
Learning: and audience engagement, 180; and built-in learning moments, 180; and class debriefing, 182–184; creating environment for, 12; and elaboration on answers, 180; from follow-up questions, 181–182; in game show process, 11, 12, 19, 20, 23; from incorrect answers, 181; multiple sensory styles of, 24–25; and question relevance, 218; teamwork and, 107
Learning Brain, The, 20
Learning game shows. See Classroom game shows
LearningWare, 224, 227
Length of game, suggestions for modifying, 80–84, 93, 95, 100, 101, 102, 103
Longer games, incorporating variety in, 82–83

M Matching-question format: card flip-over in, 129; description and uses of, 128–129; strengths and limitations of, 129–130; tips for writing, 130; word-line matching in, 129
“Mouthpiece,” as team leader type, 111
Multimedia: advantages to using, 160; and copyright limitations, 161; matched to game show, 162–163; and participant engagement, 160; preparations for using, 162; suggestions for using, 101; technology, 200–201; types of, 161–162
Multiple match game, advantages of, 81, 82, 93
Multiple-answer questions: description of, 131; strengths and limitations of, 131; tips for writing, 132
Multiple-choice questions: description of, 126–127; in preview scenario, 152; tips for writing, 127–128

N “Negotiator,” as team leader type, 111

O Open-ended questions: brainstorming and, 154; defined, 134; as ice-breakers, 155; and multiple answers, 145; for preview scenario, 152; sequencing as, 132; strengths and limitations of, 134–135;
Open-ended questions (continued) 
stimulation through, 150–151; writing tips for, 135–136. See also Essay questions; Role-play questions

P Participants. See Trainees
Penalties, 93; considerations for imposing, 86–89; and point deductions, 174; types of, 88–89
Physical movement: brain-based learning research on, 20–21; and sensory learning styles, 25
Pictures, potential uses of, 161–162, 163
Poor sportsmanship, point reductions for, 174
PowerPoint, 200
Prizes: awarding of, 119–121; ideas for, 121–122
Processes/procedures review, game show formats for, 68

Q Question-and-answer format: appeal of, 16; and learner engagement, 20; multimedia used in, 160–164; suggested modifications for, 94, 96, 98, 100, 102, 103
Question development, 142–148; brainstorming and, 154; clarity and, 138, 142, 144; complex sentences and, 146; for energizing session, 154–155; fact and grammar checks in, 147–148; to generate brainstorming, 154; for material preview, 150–153; and multiple answers, 144–145; rules for, 142–148; specificity in, 136, 137; and topic relevance, 151–152; and trainees’ practical experiences, 152–153; and training purpose, 150–157
Question keys, 202
Questions: ease/difficulty of, 219; embedding learning points in, 182; follow-up, learning from, 181–182; guides for choosing, 147–148; host familiarity with, 172; as icebreakers, 155; matched to purpose, 156 (tab11.1); matching, 128–130; multiple-answer, 131–132; multiple-choice, 126–128; open-ended, 134–136, 145, 150; relevance of, 142; role-play and essay, 136–138, 156; sequencing, 132–134; and software choice, 196; specificity in, 143–144; thought-provoking, 150–151. See also True–false questions

R Random guesses, 127
Regional leader, selected as team leader, 112
Rehearsal: advantages of, 176; and game setup and walkthrough in, 17 “Reluctant Contestant,” team member as, 110
Review. See Content review
Ring in: and answer timer rules, 80; effective question writing and, 142; making judgment calls on, 116; and random guessing, 93; rules for, 77–78, 108; timer, 79. See also Buzzers
Role-play questions, 92, 93, 102; definition and usefulness of, 136–137; development of, 156; and judgment calls, 70; recall and, 153; scoring for, 156; strengths and limitations of, 137; writing tips for, 137–138
Room setup, 188–194; accessibility in, 188; decorations in, 190; for face-to-face contact, 189; function vs. flair in, 12; and room size, 194; seating considerations in, 188, 192–193; using strategic props in, 190–191; technical equipment for, 191–193
Rowdy players: as selected team leader, 113; tips for dealing with, 175
Rule infractions: handling of, 116; penalties for, 86–89
Rules: do’s and don’ts, 76–77; for game length, 80–82; host explanation of, 170–171; importance of clarity in, 76; judges and, 119; in learning game vs. television game show, 13; for multiple match game, 82; and ring-in considerations, 77–79; scoring, 84–86; for use of timers, 78–80

Scoreboard, construction of, 209–210
Scoring: extra credit and point system in, 84–86; and game show success, 215; low-tech methods for, 201; and penalty considerations, 86–89; periodic recapping of, 172; of role-play questions, 156; uneven, diagnosis and treatment for, 216; wagering and, 85
Self-directed training, 41
Sensitive training topics, and game show format selection, 23–24, 33–34, 72
Sequencing questions: description and uses of, 132–133; strengths and limitations of, 133; writing of, 133–134
Setup. See Room setup
Sexual harassment, and game show format, 23–24
Short games, tips for playing, 83–84, 95
Short-answer questions: recall and, 153; specificity in, 136, 137
“Soft skills” training, 33–34
Software programs, 35, 41; advantages of, 196; considerations for choosing, 196–198; flexibility in, 196–198; and game show “shells,” 196; matched to target training group, 198; and multimedia use, 197, 200–201; resources for, 224; tech support for, 198
Supervisors, as judges, 118

Team(s): advantages of using, 10–11, 107–108; creation of, 106–109; debriefing, 183–184; engagement, 95; and game introduction, 171; members, five types of, 109–110; naming of, 113–114; number of, 111; and positive peer pressure, 108; predefined groups as, 108; role division in, 107; seating and rotation of, 188
Team leaders: assignment and selection of, 108, 112, 174; types and roles of, 111–113, 114 (tab8.1)
Teamwork: game modifications for, 92, 100, 102; games as opportunity for, 23; and team name selection, 113
Technical training, 34
Technology. See Game technology
Television game shows, as base for classroom games, 10–13. See also specific game
Test preparation, game show reviews for, 17–18

Tic-Tac-Dough: customized for classroom, 95–96; description of, 52–54; game board, 206; Hollywood Squares games style for, 96–97; suggested running time for, 53; as suitable game choice, 53–54, 67, 68, 69, 73; video and/or pictures used in, 163
Time issues: in game construction, 35–37; of game show placement, 40
Timer(s): answer, 79–80; construction, 210; issues, 78–78; low-tech, 202; read, 79; ring–in, 79
Trainee engagement: multimedia and, 160; question-and-answer format and, 20
Trainee enthusiasm, trainer’s analysis of, 183
Trainee(s): generation gap in, 26; increasing number and participation of, 96, 109; introductions of, 171; as judges, 117–118; participation, troubleshooter for, 217; reluctant, tips for dealing with, 110, 174–175; trainer’s support and encouragement for, 171–172
Trainer-host: evaluation, 28; and game feedback, 22, 28; game format benefits for, 26–27; introduction/facilitation roles of, 12, 168–177; rehearsal, 176–177; resources, 224–227; rules-setting responsibility of, 76

Training handouts, game show uses of, 184, 185

Training topics, content modules for, 35. See also Content

Troubleshooting guide, 216–219

True-false questions: elaboration and, 140; for energizing session, 154–155; strengths and limitations of, 138–139; uses of, 138; writing tips for, 139–140

Variety, suggestions for adding, 93

Video clips, suggested uses for, 161, 163

“Wallflower,” as type of team member, 110, 112

Weakest Link, The, 12

Wheel of Fortune: customization of, 99–100; description of, 56–57; game board for, 208–209; modification of, 13; strengths and limitations of, 57–58; suggested running time for, 57; as suitable game choice, 67, 68, 69; video/audio clips used in, 163

Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?, 126, 151; customization of, 102–103; description of, 60–62; game board for, 205–206; modification of, 13; strengths and limitations of, 61–62; as suggested running time for, 61; suitable game choice, 67, 68, 69, 71, 72, 73; video used in, 163

“Winning is everything” attitude, host treatment of, 174

Workshop resources, 224–227